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The video continues buffering? Just suspend it for 5-10 minutes and then keep playing! Similar films Sathuranga VettaiTheatrical release posterDirected byH. Vinoth Produced byManobalaSanjay RawalN. Subash Chandrabose Written by H. VinothStarringNatrajIlaara NairPonvannanIlavarasuPiraisoodanMusic bySean
RoldanCinematographyK. G. VenkateshEdited PoRaja SethupathiProductioncompany Manobala in Picture HouseSR CinemaThirrupathi Brothers Film Media Distributed By Tirrupati Brothers Film MediaRelease Date 18 July 2014 (2014-07-18) CountryInLandiaguageTamilBudget5Crs Sathuranga Vettai (trans. Chess
Hunt is a 2014 Tamil thriller written and directed by debutant H. Vinot with Natrai and Ishaara Nair in the lead roles, while Ponwannan, Ilavarasu and Piraisudan, among others, play supporting roles. Produced by Manobala, it includes music by Sean Roldan and cinematography by K. G. Venkatesh. The film, advertised
as an Indian Conman, was released by Thiruppathi Brothers Film Media on July 18, 2014 and received positive reviews from critics. A sequel called Sathuranga Vettai 2 with Arvind Swami and Trisha in the lead roles is currently being developed. It was converted to Telugu as Bluff Master and is being remade in Cannada
as Jagat Hiladi. Gandhi Babu is an experienced con man. He dreams of making ingenious scams and performs them perfectly. Its scams include selling ignorant people to ordinary snakes, claiming they are exotic and will receive crores in the international market, promoting the company's defunct multi-level marketing
with its controversial chain of referral schemes looking like a bmw car for a year. The culmination is his shooting pic pulling scam, one of the most high-profile scams of recent times. About 40 minutes into the film, Gandhi is arrested with several cases brought against him. The money he has defrauded over the years
comes to his rescue. He is released, but still continues to manipulate everyone. He believes that if a person is stupid or greedy enough to be deceived, then a person should be charged. He argues that every choice of voters has deceived candidates who promise them a moon but never come to the end. Bhanu is from a
poor family. She comes to work for Gandhi and falls in love with his charms. Gandhi, despite the soft corner for her, has money as her first priority. Because of this, he leaves Bhana. Some of his friends betray Gandhi, and he is beaten to death. Bhanu looks after him for a while, and they get married. She later became
pregnant. Towards the end of the film, a group of people whom Gandhi tricked to capture it. They threaten him to settle their lump sum of money. He performs the final robbery to give them the money. Passage of money leads to a fight. Gandhi kills them and returns to his wife and child with Finally, the look on her face
does realize the value of life, and he leaves the money in police custody. Starring Natraj as Gandhi Babu Ishaara Nair starring Bhanu Ponwannan as AKP Ilavaras as Chettiar Piraisudan as Judge Ramachandran Durairaj as Tillagar Madhuduhan Rao as Chet K. S. G. Venkatesh as Muvendar Valawan as Valavan Dharani
Vasudevan as Guru Senti as Walli Vani Sri as Snake Doctor Flower A. Manoharan Divya Krishnan as DIRECTOR of NGO Akka (sister) Vinota said that he was rejected by several producers before meeting with director Nalan Kumaras, to whom he gave the film. Script. While Nalan was on the trip, his mother found the
script, read it and loved it and asked Nolan to read it too, who also loved him and came forward to help him find a producer. Actor Manoobala, who wanted to create a new production house and asked Nalan to find good stories, read vinota's script and immediately agreed to publish it. The film is said to have been a con-
film. Vinoth stated: My film is about the pace with which we all want to make money in our lives. It's about the anger of an ordinary man who thinks that money is the solution to all his problems. When there is an imbalance in nature, we experience tsunamis and earthquakes. Similarly, my story is about the imbalance in
the social morality of the common man. Although the film was a heist, the director said he made the film as funny as possible and that it was told with a lot of fun, satire and dark humor. It was reported that the film's script was written in six episodes. Soundtrack Sathuranga VettaiSoundtrack album Sathuranga Vettai By
Sean RoldanReleadees27 2014GenreTheatura film soundtrackLeng16:59LanguageTamilLabelThoink MusicProducer S Timeline RoldanSean Roldan Vaayai Moodi Pesavum (2013) Sathuranga Vettai (2014) Mundasupatti (2014) Soundtrack to the film written by Sean Roldan. The album consists of five tracks and was



released on April 27, 2014. Many of Manobala's colleagues were present at the launch. The Times of India gave the soundtrack a three-star rating and wrote: The composer doesn't disappoint on his second day off. This five-way album has a fair mix of each genre... with a touch of Sean's guitar technique that you can't
miss. He wrote Indiaglitz.com that Sathuranga Vettay was Sean's highest sophomore and that he was definitely here to stay for a long time. Track listingNo.TitleSinger (s)Length1. Emarum JenamePradip Kumar, Sean Roldan3:332. Kadhala KadhalaAkallani Nair3:443. Vericodi PonatadaShon Roldan3:134. Munne Ian
ManneSatya Prakash3:555. Porape NadapeAnthony Dasan2:34Total length:16:59 Release Rights to the film were bought by Thiruppathi Brothers Film Media in June 2014. Satellite rights to the film were sold by STAR Vijay. Prior to the release, Manobala held several previews of the film for film industry who were
impressed by the film. The Tirrupati brothers then tried to release the film on more than 200 screens in Tamil Nadu. The Critical Reception of The Times of India gave him 3.5 stars out of 5 and wrote: Sathuranka Vettei shows what a good letter can do with a film. The film is a cleverly woven tale of a ruthless fraudster, for
whom money is the ultimate goal ... The real hero of Sathuranka Vettai is his script, which, with its twists and turns, keeps us guessing for most parts of the film. Sify wrote: With a terrific script, colorful storytelling and non-standard presentation, Sathuranga Vettai is a wonderfully fresh film that works great. The film relies
on intelligent writing peppered with clever dialogues and the fresh appeals of its main actors. H Vinoth is definitely one of the new great finds of Tamil cinema and the scores for its almost perfect script, storytelling and packaging. Here the superb quality of the cinema is perfect for a night at the cinema. The New Indian
Express wrote: With a well-designed script, deft treatment, racy tempo and some meaningful lines, director Vinoth establishes his credentials as a writer-director at Sathuranga Vettai, his earliest effort. Weaving a tale around a scammer, he pours into it a reasonable combination of humor, feelings, intrigue and suspense,
keeping his attention glued to the screen. She Silverscreen.in: This is a con-film of the highest order. It can also be a book. There is intrigue, laughter, conspiracy and more laughter. At one point, there's a feverish excitement, and the next time, we clap our foreheads in exasperation. It also makes us whistle. It's so cool.'
IANS gave it 3 stars out of 5 and wrote: The reason why newcomer Vinota Sathuranga Vettay is an almost flawless film in the genre is that he manages to pump up the audience more than once. This is not a film about people who con, but one about those who get cheated, why they get cheated and how they get
cheated. Baradwaj Rangan gave a more mixed review, writing: Vinoth uses a number of tricks to frame his narrative to make us feel like we're watching a really cool movie... What we don't get is the pleasure of cheating. We don't see too many of these movies in Tamil, so newness keeps us watching (it's one of those
non-bad for the first movie) - but the cons don't form well. They seem too light (except for the last one), and the victims seem too blunt. Vikathan Award for Best Film at the Chennai International Film Festival (21) - Raghavan, Nikil (January 27, 2014). Shot Cuts: Double Trouble. Hindu. Received on July 20, 2014.
'Sathuranga Vettay' is being prepared. Sify.com received on July 20, 2014. Sathuranga Vettay July 18. Silverscreen.in. received on July 20, 2014. Sangita (July 18, 2014). 'Sathuranga Vettai' Roundup Review: A Well Made Film; It's worth watching. Ibtimes.co.in. received on July 20, 2014. b c Need to thank Nolan's
mother for; Sathuranga Vettaya: Director of Business Standard News. Business standard. July 9, 2014. Received on July 20, 2014. Made in Madras, treat yourself. New Indian Express. July 4, 2014. Received on July 20, 2014. 'Sathuranga Vettai' audio launched. Sify.com April 28, 2014. Received on July 20, 2014. Music
review: Sathuranga Vettay. The Times of India. May 2, 2014. Received on July 20, 2014. Sathuranga Vettai Music Review song songs. Indiaglitz.com May 8, 2014. Received on July 20, 2014. The Tirrupati brothers buy Sathurang Vettay. Sify.com On June 19, 2014. Received on July 20, 2014. Terrible noise about
'Sathuranga Vettai'. Sify.com on July 14, 2014. Received on July 20, 2014. Sathuranka Vettai film review: Wallpaper, Story, Trailer. The Times of India. Received on July 20, 2014. Movie review : Sathuranga Vettai. Sify.com received on July 20, 2014. Mannat, Malini (May 28, 2014). Attractive take on the life of a
scammer. New Indian Express. Received on July 20, 2014. Sathuranga Vettay Review. Silverscreen.in. received on July 20, 2014. 'Sathuranga Vettai' - you are deceived! (IANS Tamil Film Review) Business Standard News. Business standard. July 19, 2014. Received on July 20, 2014. Rangan, Baradwaj. A sharp con of
masala. Hindu. Received on July 20, 2014. - - references Sathuranga Vettai to IMDb extracted from sathuranga vettai full movie download utorrent. sathuranga vettai 2 full movie download utorrent
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